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the support for these special discs is not, as many folks
incorrectly claim, limited to "downloading from the
internet". the nulldc emulator can play games "straight"
from those discs. if the disc you use includes the nulldc's
own emulation of the cd-r format, you will need to
remove the contents of the cd before burning the disc.
nulldc 1.2.0 is rebuilt
on windows xp (sp1) x86 x64 and linux versions, with
optimizations for fast cpus. the interface
has been rewritten to take advantage of the windows ker
nel api in particular. the register api is also utilized to pro
vide a much faster system call implementation. this versi
on can supply a run file for an unknown executable to be 
run with it and should also support emulating com object 
alleged only by the original game. the interface with this
version has been fundamentally changed, particularly in
that it is now the user's task to create, store, and retrieve
complex data to and from the interface. nulldc is now a
"file manager" as much as it is an emulator. "nulldc files"
are used to store complex data, and these nulldc files are
"openable" by a program known as "nulldcpatcher". 
nulldc 0.9.6.0 implements the original sega ports
of full disk interact (aka gigadrive) and sega quest from
the super worlds of sega 2000-2002 catalog, and it is a
proven emulator at that. it is based around a plugin
architecture, and it uses the most efficient, multi-
threaded rendering method possible to give the best
results when running on intel and amd hardware. in
addition, it has a very simple scripting language (which
can write to the graphics card) and a gui (which can draw
to the graphics card).
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